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 Dementor in-game. Also this video is not a virus free or spyware free or adware free or malware free. For Serious simmers only: Includes the skin: slp in-game. Fertility has been extended up to level 27. Sims will be able to create their own baby rather than get their newborns via the storage bin. These changes were added for The Sims 4 from Sims 4: Parenthood 1. You can now choose to have the
option to get pregnant when you go to the bathroom, even in non-social moods. You can now choose whether you want your newborns to inherit your Sims traits, and how they inherit them. You can also choose whether you want your newborn to receive a Sim trait from your Sim parent, if they have any. Choose to delay the end of your pregnancy if you have a nursery already. Use the Increase

Fertility item to increase your ability to have children. You can use a variety of potions to increase your ability to have children. You can use an incubator in a bedroom to increase your chances of getting pregnant. You can now have more than one child at a time. You can increase the chances of your child receiving a Sim trait if they have Sim parent(s). You can customize your baby's nursery in the
Build Mode. You can have one of two gender options for your baby. You can make your Sims to eat food from the Marketplace. You can now have a baby who has different colors, like yourself. You can have a baby with one of four hair styles, if you choose to. Choose the Facial Hair Style: If you have chosen to make your Sims use the options, the initial settings will be the most basic; please refer to

the video's description for more information. You can send your newborn to the Nursery. You can choose to have the option to keep your newborn in a pet aquarium for a period of time, or for them to stay in the nursery. You can create a Baby, and then put it in the Pet Aquarium. As your Sim ages, their appearance will slowly begin to change. You can make Sims walk more slowly, and explore
more. You can add a baby crib into your Sim's home. You can upgrade your Sims 520fdb1ae7
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